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ABSTRACT: Initial selection and individual selection is basic in genetic diversity studies of vast 
populations. The selection can be done by some molecular techniques like molecular marker .This will 
be resulted in saving time and cost in these sorts of investigations . Molecular markers are firm and 
detectable in all plant .Besides, they are not affected by environmental, pleiotropic and epistatic effects 
which used to examine a group of individuals or populations to estimation various diversity measures . 
This can be helpful to plant breeders, germplasm managers, or others who are interested in population 
genetic properties of materials that they are working. As result There are a lot of data in genetic diversity 
that should be manipulation . As result, the analysis of these data are free software programs can be 
natrully makes mistakes. Today, the use of computer software . Numerous software programs are 
available for study genetic diversity. Most are freely available through Internet. Many perform similar 
tasks, with the main differences being in the user interface, type of data input and output, and platform. 
Thus, choosing which to use depends heavily on individual preferences. In this paper, we describe some 
of the programs available, noting specific options that users may discover preferable. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

 Molecular markers have been widely used for a diversity of purpose in many plants .The utility of molecular 
genetic markers extend further than mapping and fingerprinting experiments into population genetics) .Varshney l ,
2005, Langridge  , 2002s  (. oftware programs for genetic diversity studies have been developed for computers. 
Most are freely available through Internetand  easy access . Many perform similar tasks, with the main differences 
being in the user interface, type of data input and output, and platform. Thus, choosing which to use depends 
heavily on individual preferences )IPGRI and Cornell University, 2003  (. Joanne Labate (2000) wrote an excellent 
review of six programs: TFPGA, Arlequin, GDA, GENEPOP, GeneStrut, and POPGENE. Her review includes the 
particular options of each program, a table of functions available in each, and Web sites where they can be 
downloaded..In this paper, we describe four of the programs available, noting specific options that users may find 
preferable and Web sites where they can be downloaded. 
 
PROGRAMS 
NTSYSPC 2.02 
 NTSYSpc 2.02 (Numerical Taxonomy SYStem for personal computer)  is a programs which is used to data 
analysis on based multivariate methods Which is the discovery some subsets of variables are correlated. the 
NTSYSpc 2.02 have been used in biology, morphometrics, ecology and in many other science for example, in the 
natural sciences, engineering, and the humanities (Rohlf, 1998).The 44-page  manual  is perfect, short and useful 
which includes Introduction, Modes of operation, Menus and related windows, Preparation of input data files, 
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NTedit, Graphics options and menu and Typical applications ( for example cluster analysis, principal component, 
principal coordinate, etc (Rohlf, 1998). 
 
ANALYSIS 
 Input is through imported ntsyspc-formatted excel files and Results appear in an output window which can be 
saved as a text file. Aftrer of  Installation, program group will be created on your startup menu. Icons of NTSYSpc 
2.02 includes NTedit, help files, and thereadme.txt file. NTedit program recognizes the various file formats and 
displays files in an appropriate spreadsheet-like format ensures that the files are formatted correctly which is 
includes five formats (rectangular, symmetric, diagonal, tree, and graph) (Rohlf, 1998). NTSYSpc 2.02 is one of the 
most popular softwares being used in molecular genetic (Soleiman Jamshidi and Samira Jamshidi, 2011). 
NTSYSpc 2.02 are divided into five categories: 1- similarity matrix (basic of qualitative , quantative and frequency 
data) 2- ordination (analysis include of correspondence analysis, principal component, multi-scaling deminsion and 
singular-value decomposition 3-clustering ( analysis include of cluster analysis, cophenetic matrix and consensus 
tree) 4-graphics (analysis include matrix compare,2D and 3D plot and tree plot) 5-general (analysis include 
transformation and standardize data). 
 
PREPARATION OF INPUT DATA FILES 
 You can either input files to NTSYSpc 2.02 using Excel or using the application NTedit which showed in below 
(Figure 1).  
 

Figure 1. Input file format for NTedit 
 

 
Figure 2. NTedit 

 
Genetic Analysis in Excel (GenALEx 6.3) 
 GenAlEx 6.3, is designed within Excel program which is as a user-friendly package GenAlEx 6.3  analysis 
population genetic data which is can be run on PC and Macintosh (Peakall and Smouse ,2009). Input and output 
both apperar in excel. Freely download from site below:http://www.anu.edu.au/BoZo/GenAlEx/. The  94-page  
manual is useful but length which includes Table of contents, Introduction, The GenAlEx 6.3 Environment, Data 
format for GenAlEx 6.3, Statistical Procedures, Advanced Statistical Procedures and Raw Data Editing. It was 
designed  for the use of SSR, SNP, AFLP, Allozyme, multi locus markers and sequencing DNA data in diversiry 
genetics analyses  
 
 

http://www.anu.edu.au/BoZo/GenAlEx/
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ANALYSIS 
 GenAlEx 6.3 is provided as an Excel Add-in, a compiled module and its associated GenAlEx 6.3menu (Peakall 
and Smouse ,2009).GenAlEx 6.3 accepts 3 types data: Codominant data ,Dominant, and Geographic data. Aftrer 
of Installation, GenALEx 6.3 analysis include is frequency (analysis include is Graph All Loci, Graph by Locus, 
Frequency by Locus, Het, Fstat and Poly by Population (include observed and expected heterozygosity, marker 
index, fixation index and f statistic), Allelic Patterns, Allelic Patterns, Allele list, Private alleles list, Haploid diversity 
by Population, Haploid diversity by Locus, Haploid disequilibrium and Pairwise Fst), Nei Genetic Distance, Hardy-
Weinberg equilibrium test, Amova, Mantel test, principal component analysis, shannon index. 
 
PREPARATION OF INPUT DATA FILES 
 you see input format specification for data in GenAlex 6.3 software (Figure 3). 
 

 
Figure 3. Input file format for GenALEx 6.3software 

 
POPGENE 1.31 
 POPGENE 1.31 is a user-friendly for the analysis of genetic diversity among and within natural populations. 
Popgene 1.31 A joint Project Development by Francis C. Yeh and Rong-cai Yang, University of Alberta And Tim 
Boyle, Centre for International Forestry Research August 1999. It is on website at: http://www.ualberta.ca/~fyeh/. It 
is can be run  on Windows 95, 98 and NT Users. POPGENE 1.31 with Simple menus and dialog box selections 
enable you to perform complex analysis and produce scientifically sound statistics, thereby assisting you to 
adequately analyze population genetic structure using the target markers/traits. The 29-page  manual is perfect, 
short and useful (with useful and simple comment of each of the programs developed for Co-Dominant and 
Dominant markers) includes Installing and Uuinstall POPGENE 1.31, Introduction, Overview of POPGENE 1.31 
Computing Programs, Getting Started, Input File Format. 
 
ANALYSIS 
 Popgene 1.31 accepts 3 types data: Codominant data ,Dominant and quantitative traits. Input is through 
imported POPGENE-formatted text files and Results appear in an output window which can be saved as a text file 
(Labate, 2000). The menu lists eight items which: file, edit,search, Dominant (analysis include gene frequency, 
allele number, effective allele number, polymorphic loci, gene diversity, Shannon index, homozigoty test, f-
statstices, gene flow, genetic distance (basic on nei cofficent), dendrogram (on based UPGMA and neighbor-
joining method) and neultrality, co-dominant ((analysis include gene frequency, allele number, effective allele 
number, polymorphic loci, gene diversity, Shannon index, homozigoty test, f-statstices, gene flow, genetic distance 
(basic on nei cofficent), dendrogram (basic on UPGMA and neighbor-joining method) and neultrality, fixation index, 
observed and expected heterozygosity and observed and expected homozigoty, quantitative traits, window and 
help. 
 
PREPARATION OF INPUT DATA FILES 
 you see input format specification for data in popgene 1.31 software (Figure 4). 

http://www.ualberta.ca/~fyeh/
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                                                  Figure 4. Input file format for Popgene 1.31software 

 
POWERMARKER v3.25 
 PowerMarker v3.25 is a new program, with the first official version released in January 2004. It was designed 
specifically for the use of SSR/SNP data in population genetics analyses. Data can be imported from Excel or other 
formats, making data set-up very easy. Data can also be exported to NEXUS and Arlequin formats (Liu, 2003). 
Input is through imported POWERMARKER-formatted text files and Results appear in Excel. It is can be run 
onWindows 98 and above (not for Macintosh or other systems). Freely download from site 
below:http://www.powermarker.net. It was designed for molecular marker for example SNP, RFLP etc. The 33-
page manual is perfect, short and useful (with Overview of powermarker v3.25 Computing Programs ) includes four 
chapter: chapter 1: Introduction, chapter 2: Tutoria, chapter 3: Data manipulation and chapter 4: Data analysis. 
 
ANALYSIS 
 Available options include summary (Summary statistics such as allele number, gene diversity, inbreeding 
coefficient; estimation of allelic, genotypic and haplotypic frequency; Hardy-Weinberg disequilibrium and linkage 
disequilibrium), Design (Choose core set of lines or haplotype tagging markers), Population structure (Population 
differentiation test; classical F-Statistics as well as population specific F-Statistics; population structure estimation), 
Phylogenetic analysis (Frequency, distance and tree analysis; bootstrap trees), Association analysis (Association 
test for different designs) and tools (Utility tools such as SNP simulation and identification, Mantel test and exact p-
values for contingency tables). 
  
PREPARATION OF INPUT DATA FILES 
 you see input format specification data for powermarker v3.25 software (Figure 5). 
 

 
Figure  5. Input file format for Powermarker v3.25 software 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 

 Excess software programs are available for detectig genetic diversity which perform similar tasks, with the 
main differences being in the user interface, type of data input and output, and platform. As result, choosing which 
to use depends on is user-friendly, scientific valid, The graphic user-friendly, good manual, updating program, 
enable performance in favorite systems and Capabilities. Nowadays, in addition to freely available computer 
programs, abundance of resources are also found on Internet to aid us obtain both basic and more information on 
methods 
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